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AO1 - Some reservations at the start, with the abstract, introduction approach etc, so 
seemed to be more concerned with dissertation than with project management. PPR had 
good evidence of choice and planning and basic plan was fine. Would have liked to have 
seen more evidence of independence and where the journey was starting from. Presumably 
an A Level Chemist? Would like to have seen more highlighting of decision making skills and 
problem solving skills in planning process. Clearly good on deadlines. Needed more 
evidence of planning reviews/reflection to justify this high a mark. Right level, but too high in 
it. 

AO2 - Clearly a lot of research done. Real depth. Clearly heading for L3, yet.... ? Is it really a 
wide range? Any evidence of talking to university chemists/postgraduates (address would 
indicate very near major chemistry dept). Some evaluation of sources, but enough for top 
marks? Possibly evidence of specialist supervisor syndrome. Was there ‘little or no 
guidance’? Some evidence conflicts here. Slightly more careful training in research and 
evaluation would have paid off. 

AO3 - Clearly impressive achievement here. Major piece of work completed. Right level, but 
too high in it. Just not the requisite focus on skills for very top marks. Nature and extent of 
the journey for this one?  Doing Chemistry at A level?  Was the intention to write a 
dissertation comparable to those required for university students? 

AO4 - Again right level, but a little high in it. Good on evaluating outcomes, less good on 
process. Case where presentation could have questioned more effectively to tease out skills 
here. Review of methodology? How well did student communicate with a lay audience? 

 

General points 

No reason why not top A* with right focus. Cleary impressive achievement showing 
commitment and ability. Well organised and presented. Link to career and HE? Worried too 
much about 5000 words - not our requirement, just a recommendation. Always L3, but just a 
little high in each one. Not always judged by right criteria. 













































































































































































































CONTACT US
Staff at the OCR Customer Contact Centre are available to 
take your call between 8am and 5.30pm, Monday to Friday.

We’re always delighted to answer questions and give advice.

Telephone 01223 553998

www.ocr.org.uk


